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Daily Cleaning for
AccuTemp Evolution™ Steamer

EVOLUTION
BOILER-FREE STEAMER

WARNING: Do not use a water jet or pressure washer to clean steamer!
CAUTION: Never use a chlorine based cleaner in the cooking chamber or on the exterior of the appliance.
At the end of the day, drain out water. Add CLEAN water
and 1 cup of white vinegar to the cooking compartment.
Start the steamer in the Cook Mode for 15 minutes. The
cooking compartment will automatically fill with water if
unit is connected. If the steamer does not have the
automatic water fill option, manually add water (about
2.5 gallons) up to the water fill line, located next to the
water sensors. Shut the door.

Scrub the two water sensors (located in left inside of cavity)
and the entire inside of cooking chamber with a non-metallic
scratch pad which includes the inside three walls, bottom of
steamer, and inside of door. If connected unit, take the float
ball off the stem and thoroughly scrub it and the stem. Put the
float back on the stem. NOTE: If float ball is not put back,
steamer will not turn on.
Rinse interior of steamer with CLEAN water. Once cavity is
filled with CLEAN water, drain it out.

After 15 minutes, turn Evolution off. Allow the cooking
compartment to cool completely (140° or cooler) and
then drain out the water and vinegar mixture.
CAUTION: WATER AND INSIDE OF CAVITY WILL BE
HOT. USE HEAT PROTECTIVE GLOVES OR LET
STEAMER COOL COMPLETELY.

Once cavity has cooled, remove the pan racks and steam
collector plate (bottom cover with handle)
Next, remove the steam distributor panel by unscrewing the
four nuts by hand on the inside right wall and lifting off.

Reinstall the steam collector plate first. This goes in the
bottom of the unit. Next, place the steam distributor panel
on the lip of the plate to easily match it up to the right side
of the unit. Screw in all four nuts hand tight. Lastly, reinstall
pan racks.
The final step is to wipe down the inside of the unit with a
cloth. Fold back the flap of the door gasket and wipe away
any debris. Dry entire cavity and inside of door. Leave the
door open overnight to allow everything to dry completely.
This will help lengthen the life of the gasket.

Wash all pieces by hand or run through the dishwasher.

Exterior Cleaning: It is recommended that a stainless steel cleaner/ polish be used on all the exterior
stainless steel for longevity of the appliance. Follow instructions for the cleaner used.

Lubrication of Moving Parts: It is recommended monthly to use a food grade silicone to lubricate the
door hinges and the moving parts door latch to increase ease of use and longevity of these parts.
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